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Abstract: In order to improve the control effect of alcohol and hydrogen power system and 
accomplish control target of dissociated methanol engine, a electronic control model based on the 
MAP grid interpolation method has been put forward, and the software of Simulink has been used 
to simulate and verify the model. According to the establishment of the control strategy and 
algorithm, the ECU function is calculated, the MAP grid computing results after using interpolation 
have been obtained, and finally the experimental values and simulation values are compared. The 
results show that it has a high precision using Simulink simulation model. The comparison error of 
simulation and experimental results is less than 5%, the more accurate MAP electronic control 
three-dimensional map can be got, continuity and smoothness of the image is better, electronic 
control injection quantity at arbitrary rotation speed and the throttle opening degree can be checked. 

Introduction 

The 21st century is the era of the rapid development of oil and computer, especially the 
development and dependence degree of oil reached the unprecedented degree. With the prosperity 
of the automotive market, demand for oil is increasing, but at the same time oil reserves also have 
sharply reduced, which makes people facing unprecedented energy and environmental challenges. 
At present, saving energy and protecting the environment is the theme of the times, the 
technological revolution as the core of new energy technology has been set off all over the world, 
including the use of new energy vehicles and electric vehicles. And taking methanol cracking gas as 
automobile power materials not only can solve the problem of lack of oil reserves, and its 
combustion products less polluted air, because the dissociated methanol is hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide. Therefore, it has become hot spot in study of new energy automobiles. 

Methanol dynamic system characteristics and cracking model 

If the methanol liquid is directly used as the engine fuel, its thermodynamic performance is poor, 
and if the methanol is cracked into gas, the thermodynamic performance will be greatly improved. 
Such as cracking methanol to hydrogen and carbon monoxide, which can save 14% of fuel and low 
calorific value of dissociated methanol increased by 20% compared with the single use of methanol, 
at the same time the thermal efficiency is greatly improved. the data comparison has been given in 
Tab. 1, including separate use liquid methanol, methanol steam, and the use of dissociated methanol 
and gasoline. 
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Table 1 Comparison of low calorific value of different fuel components 

Fuel type Calorific value（KJ/Kg） 

Methanol liquid 19.98 

Methanol steam 22 

Dissociated methanol (hydrogen 

and carbon monoxide) 

23.85 

Gasoline 43.92 

Methanol gasoline 22.1 

It can be seen From data in Table 1 that, although when using methanol steam and dissociated 
methanol, the calorific value is not high as using gasoline, but when using methanol steam, the 
calorific value is obvious high compared with using methanol liquid, and the calorific value of 
using dissociated methanol is significantly more high than using methanol steam, so it can better 
improve the thermodynamic performance of fuel when taking dissociated methanol as engine fuel. 

Tab.2 The increase of low calorific value in methanol cracking process 

Reaction equation Increase percentage of low calorific value (%) 

Cracking 

reaction 

CH3OH(L)+Q= CH3OH(V) 7 

CH3OH(V)+Q= H2+CO 15 

CH3OH(L)+Q= H2+CO 21 

Integrated 

reaction 

CH3OH(V)+ H2O+Q= H2+CO 8 

CH3OH(L)+ H2O+Q= H2+CO 16 

Methanol cracking is a very complicated process, the pyrolysis process need to join the 
appropriate catalyst, and the heat absorption process needs to absorb heat, the material forms will 
also change greatly. This study focuses on the smooth operation of the engine electronic control 
system. The cracking reaction is only used as the calculation model, the structure model of 
methanol cracking is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 shows the model schematic diagram of methanol cracking process and engine control 
system. Firstly, methanol liquid is heated by the engine exhaust gas temperature, then methanol is 
fed into the evaporator for evaporation, methanol gas after evaporation is fed into reactor to carry 
out cracking reaction, the obtained gas is fed into engine channel, then mixing it with the air in a 
cylinder of the engine combustion, producing heat, which can promote the normal operation of the 
engine system. 
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Fig. 1 Structure model of methanol cracking reactor 

Strategy and algorithm of methanol engine electronic control power system 

The method of three dimensional interpolation can be used in the control model of the methanol 
power electronic control system, and the control system is calculated and simulated by the data 
processing of the MAP electric control model. Suppose that one dimension parameter in the model 
is the engine speed n, and the other dimension parameter is the throttle opening α, the MAP 
electronic control grid is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig.2 MAP electronic control grid 

Figure 2 shows the MAP electronic control grid, points 1-4 in the grid is 2D data points of 
experimental MAP grid, each point can control engine speed n and throttle opening α in the way of 
single point control, getting the reasonable injection quantity m. Point 5 is the operating point in the 
actual working process of the methanol engine, which is not coincident with the points in the MAP 
grid, so it needs to be solved by interpolation. First we should determine the location of the 
operating Point 5, and then determine the 4 fixed points near the engine speed n and the throttle 
opening α, the value of m5′ can be got after interpolation, the expression is Formula (1). 
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After interpolation, interpolating according to the throttle openingα3,α4, getting m5′′, the 
calculation formula is Formula (2). 
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For the final solution of Point 5, interpolation is needed in the direction of α3,α4, and the 
interpolation formula is Formula (3). 
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The MAP electronic control grid can also be used to specify the gradient nm ∂∂ / and 

α∂∂ /m ,and the mixed derivative )/(2 α∂∂∂ nm , according to the gradient, the 5 points of the 

methanol fuel control ),( 555 αnm  can be easily calculated. The method of interpolation can be 

used in solution of 5 points, which can achieve the continuity from a grid change to another, so that 
the obtained map control data can be more smooth, and the establishment of the model can use 
SIMULINK simulation modeling tools in MATLAB software. 

Modeling and Simulation of methanol power system based on Simulink 

This study using the Simulink module of MATLAB software to establish dynamic model of 
methanol engine, and the ECU module has been added on base of the engine mathematical model, 
and then methanol power model will have function of electronic control system. Through numerical 
simulation and simulation calculation, we get the MAP electronic control results as shown in Fig.3. 

 
Fig. 3 Electronic control MAP diagram of methanol engine 

Figure 3 shows electronic MAP simulation calculation 3D effect graph of the methanol engine. 
From the results, it can be seen that continuity and smoothness of the electronic control MAP graph 
is better by interpolation method. In the process of engine running, the methanol control amount 
correspond to any speed and throttle open also can be got, which can be seen in Fig.3.   
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Fig. 4 Comparison curves of experimental and simulation calculation 
Figure 4 shows simulation and experimental comparison of data curve, it can be seen that the 

data obtained by the two basically tallies, error is less than 5% from the chart. Thus it can be known 
taht simulation model established Simulink has higher accuracy, which can meet the needs of model 
design and the 3D graph of more accurate MAP electronic control can be got. 

Conclusion 

This study proposed a new electronic control model in method of MAP grid interpolation, and the 
electric control model was simulated in the method of Matlab-Simulink modeling, and the ECU 
control modeling, the error comparison curves and MAP grid simulation calculation diagram has 
been got by calculating. The experimental and numerical calculation results show that experiments 
and numerical calculation data are basically consistent, the error is less than 5%, and more accurate 
3D MAP electronic control grid can be got by the use of numerical interpolation calculation method, 
the methanol control amount correspond to any speed and throttle open also can be got. 
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